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Download link: The full-text PDF version of this article is not available. A: As you are saying you don't know how many you have, I think you can add all elements with the key to a list and then the random.choice(lst) the number of times. import random lst = [] for i in range(100): lst.append(i) my_numbers = random.sample(lst, 10) The list is just there to get rid of any duplicates you
may have. Another option is to just count. #!/usr/bin/env python3 import random print(random.sample(range(100), 10)) print(random.sample(range(100), 10)*100) That way you only get one number. Q: Auto-magical syncing of Linux VM's I'm currently using VMWare Player on Ubuntu 18.04. I usually have a VM running Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS for development. I frequently switch

back and forth between these two and sometimes it's just easier for me to boot the second one. Is there any way I can get a command or script to auto-magically sync the virtual hard drive so that the second VM will be exactly the same as the first? Thanks for your time. A: It is possible to do this by running a small shell script which will do the synchronization. First, it creates a virtual
disk of the virtual machine's data on your hard drive and then (optionally) syncs it. Create a small shell script like below: #!/bin/bash if [ -e "/home/user/Documents/my_vm.vdi" ]; then echo "Unable to find virtual disk of VMs in your home folder" exit 0 else cp -rp "/home/user/Documents/my_vm.vdi" "/home/user/Documents/my_vm_syn.vdi" mv

"/home/user/Documents/my_vm_syn.vdi" "/home/user/Documents/my_vm.vdi" fi
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by P B Smith References Category:Computer science Category:Physical quantities Category:Numerical analysisAlliance Works We deliver training to all types of companies, in all sizes and sectors, and work closely with clients to understand their needs and support their training requirements. We offer full training packages and bespoke training to clients. We pride ourselves on high-
quality training delivered by industry-recognised experts. We are flexible and agile, enabling us to deliver bespoke training courses to clients' requirements. We use industry-standard programmes, but tailor these for our client's needs. We also offer online training in order to make training even more accessible to our clients. Professionalism and confidence are key aspects of the work
we do. We do the job right, the first time, ensuring that our clients feel confident in our approach and are satisfied with the training they receive from us. Our Team We are a team of innovative and dynamic professionals with specialist skills who deliver our clients training programmes with the highest levels of competence and standards of delivery. Our experts possess industry-
specific knowledge and experience, and ensure that our clients achieve their goals and targets. We are committed to creating high-quality courses that generate positive outcomes and experience for our clients. 2d92ce491b
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